Eleanor House Winter/Spring Film Screenings 2019 at 2pm.
Tuesday 8th January
Howard Keel Jane Powell
in

“ Seven Brides for Seven Brothers.”
Rollicking musical perfectly integrates song, dance and story. Keel’s
decision to get himself a wife inspires his rowdy brothers to follow
suit. Oscar winner for musical direction. 1954
“This is a happy, hand-clapping, foot-stomping country type of musical with all the
slickness of a Broadway show. “ Variety

Tuesday 22nd January.
Rob Brydon

Rupert Graves
in

“Swimming with Men.”
Faced with a full-blown mid-life crisis, accountant Eric (Rob
Brydon) joins an all-male group of synchronised swimmers,
discovering that making patterns in a pool can, for a couple of
hours at least, smooth out the bumps in his work and marriage.
Initially keeping their personal lives in the locker, the ramshackle
squad and coach Susan slowly learn to reveal their inner lives, as
well as their paunches. But can they get their lives and routines in
sync as they embark on an unlikely journey to Milan to compete in
the World Championship? 2018

Tuesday 5th February.
Elizabeth Taylor Laurence Harvey
in

“Night Watch.”
Elizabeth Taylor plays a lonely insomniac trapped in a loveless marriage
and by an obsession with a creepy gothic house next door. One night
while indulging in her alcohol fueled ramblings, she sees a body inside
the empty house, a body that resembles her deceased, first husband.1973
“A terrific, suspenseful thriller with one hell of a twist ending.” IMDB

Tuesday 19th February.
Julia Roberts Owen Wilson
in

“ Wonder.”
Based on the New York Times bestseller, WONDER tells the
inspiring and heart-warming story of August Pullman. Born
with facial differences that, up until now, have prevented him
from going to a mainstream school, Auggie becomes the most
unlikely of heroes when he enters the local fifth grade. As his
family, his new classmates, and the larger community all
struggle to discover their compassion and acceptance, Auggie's
extraordinary journey will unite them all and prove you can't
blend in when you were born to stand out. 2018

Tuesday 5th March.
Montgomery Clift
in

Anne Baxter

“I Confess.”
Classic Alfred Hitchcock movie. Otto Kellar and his wife Alma
work as caretaker and housekeeper at a Catholic church in
Quebec. Whilst robbing a house where he sometimes works as a
gardener, Otto is caught and kills the owner. Racked with guilt he
heads back to the church where Father Michael Logan is working
late. Otto confesses his crime, but when the police begin to
suspect Father Logan, he cannot reveal what he has been told in
the confession. 1953

Tuesday 19th March.
Emma Thompson Stanley Tucci
in

“The Children Act.”
Emma Thompson, playing a high court judge, is asked to rule on
the case of Adam, a brilliant young boy who is refusing a life-saving
blood transfusion on religious grounds. With her private life in
turmoil, Fiona finds herself drawn into the case, as she must
ultimately decide whether Adam lives or dies. 2018
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